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Home known to be the sweetest place on earth where we like to come back after a tiring day at
work holds great importance for us. This is the place where we unwind and relax. The amount of
comfort that we get in our homes cannot be replaced by any other place on earth!  And people
simply love to decorate their houses in new and innovative ways to make it look sweeter and
simpler. They revamp everything in their house, but most often forget to change the flooring of their
houses!

So to change the flooring of your house, you have plenty of options like plastic flooring, synthetic
flooring, organic flooring or you can go for teak veneer flooring. Teak veneer flooring is composed of
a thin layer of teak that is laid over a thicker substrate. It is commonly used in furnitureâ€™s, flooring,
paneling etc. so if you are looking for something that is durable and appealing then go for teak
veneer! It is natural and is the preferred choice of many people. It does not contain any harmful
toxin so your children can happily jump around! Installing the veneer floor adds elegance to your
house, increases the value of your house and gives it a great look.

One could use any other species of natural wood veneer. It covers the less expensive wood like
particleboard that is quite durable and flexible. This type of flooring is durable due to the number of
plywood layers that are attached beneath it. More the number of layers longer the floors would last.
A floor that has better quality will have five layers that are protected by seven coats of finish. You
can get in touch with the veneer manufacturers and they will guide you the best kind of flooring for
your house.

Wood veneer requires less maintenance and can be cleaned quite easily. Itâ€™s quite easy to clean the
wood veneer floors by simply using a dust mop or vacuum that would not scratch the surface of the
floor to remove any kind of dust particles. But itâ€™s quite important to clean the floors regularly as the
dust deposits will produce scratches on the floors and would spoil the dÃ©cor. Get in touch with the
veneer manufacturers and he will advise you whether you require wood veneer flooring or natural
veneer flooring in your house.
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Greenply presents Green Decowood, a premium range of a natural veneer to make your interiors
naturally beautiful. Log on to the website http://www.greendecowood.com/home to browse the
veneer designs and find out which ones fit your interiors the best.
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